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0. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of a stratifiable topological space first appeared (implicitly) in Ceder's 
paper [4] and later was defined explicitly and studied carefully by Borges [1]. The 
class of stratifiable topological spaces has many valuable properties. In particular, 
it is countably multiplicative and hereditary; it is preserved by closed mappings; 
the adjunction space of two stratifiable spaces is stratifiable itself. The class of 
stratifiable spaces "does not differ too much" from the class of metrizable spaces 
and is one of the most important classes of the so called generalized metric spaces 
(see e.g. [4], [2], [19], [13], [15]). In addition, stratifiable spaces are convenient for 
the use of tools and methods of homotopy topology (see e.g. [3], [20]). Finally, we 
should like to emphasize that the definition of a stratifiable topological space does 
not essentially rely on the notion of a point (unlike the definition of a metric space), 
which is an important advantage as regards the prospects of extending this concept 
to the fuzzy case and to study it in fuzzy setting. 
The aim of the paper is to extend the notion of stratifiability from the category 
Top of topological spaces to the category CFT of [Chang] fuzzy topological spaces 
[5] and to develop the corresponding theory. As is shown in Section 2 this extension 
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is good in Lowen's sense. The obtained theory of stratifiable fuzzy topological spaces 
is more or less similar to its classical prototype. However, the technique developed 
here in the proofs of the results differs rather essentially from the one which was 
applied in the crisp case. 
We use here the standard terminology and notation accepted in fuzzy topology 
(see e.g. [5], [14], [18], [24]). In particular, the term "a fuzzy (topological) space'' is 
always used in Chang's sense (see e.g. [5]). 
If A is a fuzzy subset of a set X (i.e. A € Ix , where I := [0, 1]), then Ac := 1 — A 
is its complement; if A is a family of fuzzy subsets of A' (i.e. A C Ix), then Ac := 
{Ac: A 6 A}. We identify a crisp subset A of X with its characteristic function 
A: X -> 2 (:= {0,1}). The intersection A A U where A C X and U € Ix will be 
often denoted by UA. 
The closure*of a fufczy set M E fx in a fuzzy topological space (K, T) is denoted by 
M. We usually use letters (7, V and W to denote open fuzzy sets in the corresponding 
fuzzy space (K ,T) . (When speaking about fuzzy topological spaces we often omit 
the word "topological"). 
1. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
(1.1) Definition. A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is called stratifiable if to every 
U 6 T one can assign a sequence of fuzzy sets Un € T (i.e. U —+ (Un)nGIv) in such a 
way that 
(1) Un ^U for all n (EN; 
(2) \/Un = U; 
n 
(3) U<J v(V€T) implies Un^Vn for all n 6 N. 
(1.2) R e m a r k . Since AV B = AVf l for arbitrary A, B G Ix, without loss of 
generality one can assume that in a stratifiable fuzzy space (X,T) the stratification 
U —> ({/n)fi€N is increasing, i.e. the following additional condition is fulfilled: 
(4) l / n ^ ( / » + 1 f o r a l l » € N . 
(1.3) E x a m p l e s . 
( a ) Let X be a set and T = Ix. Then the fuzzy space (X ,T) is stratifiable. 
(b) Let X be a set and T = (0, i]x U (0,1}. Noticing that all fuzzy sets from 
(0,1)* areciopen, it is easy to conclude that the fuzzy space (X>T) is stratifiable. 
(c) If (XtT) is a stratifiable topological space, then the fuzzy space {X, vT). where 
w is Lowen'sTunctor [12], is stratifiable, too (see Section 2 for the details). 
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It is easy to establish the following. 
(1.4) Proposition. Lei (X,T) be a stratifiable fuzzy space and (AyT
A) its su/>-
space (where A C X). Then (A,TA) is stratifiable, too. 
When studiyng the properties of fuzzy stratifiable spaces it is sometimes convenient 
to use their alternative characterization contained in Proposition 1.6 below (cf. [4]). 
However, to formulate it we need 
(1.5) Definition. A collection yV of ordered pairs V = (V1, V2) G T x lx is 
called a fuzzy pair-base of a fuzzy space (X,T) if for each U £ T there exists a 
subcollection yV' C JV such that U = \J{VX: V G yV'} = V { ^ : V 6 M'}. A 
collection AT C T x Ix is called cushioned if \f{Vx: V G yV'} $ Vt^ 2- ' ^ € yV'} for 
every yV' C -V. A pair-base jV which is a union of a countable number of cushioned 
collections is called o-cushioned. 
(1.6) Proposition. A fuzzy space (X,T) is stratifiable iff it has a a-cushioned 
fuzzy pair-base. 
P r o o f . Let yV = \JAfn be a <r-cushioned pair-base of a fuzzy space (X,T). 
For every U G T let Un = V { ^
1 : ^ € Afn,V2 ^ U}. It is easy to notice that 
U —* (Un)n6N is really a stratification in (X,T). 
Conversely, assume that (X,T) is stratifiable and let U —> (Un)neN be a stratifi-
cation. For every N 6 N let jVn = {0 = (Un,U): U G T } . It is easy to verify that 
for each n G N the family yV„ is cushioned, and hence (JyV„ = yV is a cr-cushioned 
pair-base of (X,T). D 
(1.7) Theorem. The product Xofa countable number of stratifiable fuzzy spaces 
Xi, i G N, is stratifiable, too. 
P r o o f . For every i G N fix a a-cushioned pair-base yV$ = \jAfj1 m ^* 
k 
where each N* is cushioned. Since the union of two cushioned families is obvi-
ously cushioflded itself, without loss of generality we may assume that N* C yV^'+1 
for all z, it € N. Consider the family of pairs of fuzzy subsets of A' defined as 
follows: N* = {V = (v1 = p7l(U}-k) A ... A p-l(u£), V2 = p?{Uf-k) A ... A 
Pm{u%k)) • (UJ '*, Ui'k) € N/, j = 1 , , . . , m; m € N}, and let N = U N* • A rou-
tine verification shows that N is a fuzzy pair-base in the product space X. Besides, 
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if.M*CN*,then 
\/{Vl: V € M") = \J{p7l(Ulk) A . . . A pm'tf/r!.'): V € M») 
fyiPTW): V € M*}) A . . . A {\/{pňl(Ukk) 
š OJÍPTHU}'*): V € M*}) A ... A (VW(l£'*) 
< (VíPr^tli2'*): V € A.*}) A . . . A'(V{Pml(t&*) 
VeAí*}) 
KG .Ví*}) 
i.e. every yVfc is cushioned. Thus .Af = (J-AT is a <7-cushioned pair-base and hence 
k 
the fuzzy space X is stratifiable. D 
In the rest df this section we establish some properties of stratifiable fuzzy spaces; 
these properties will be repeatedly used in the sequel. 
(1.8) Proposition. Let (X,T) be a stratifiable fuzzy space, U € T and A £ Tc. 
Then there exists UA € T such that UA ^ U and A A U ^ UA ^ UA ^ U V A. 
Moreover, the sets UA can be chosen in such a way that ifU^V and A ^ B, then 
UA ^ VB (here VeT,Be T
c). 
Proof . Let UA = \/(Un A (1 - (^F)n). It is obvious that UA ^ U, UA € T and 
if U ^ V} A ^ B e T
c, then UA ^ VB. 
To show the inequality A A U ^ UA, assume that (A V U)(x) > UA(Z) for some 
x € X. Then one can choose e < 0 satisfying U(x) — e > UA(X) and n E N such 
that Un(x) > U(x) — e. Since the inequality (/F)^ ^ A
c implies 1 — (A*)n ^ A, we 
obtain Un A (1 — (34 )̂n)(ar) > t/U(#) and this contradicts the definition of UA> 
To show the inequality TjA ^ U V A assume that UA(*) > (U V A)(x) for some 
a? € X. Then one can choose e > 0 satisfying 
(1) UA(X)>A(X) + C 
and no € N such that .4c(a:) < (Ac)no(x) + e and hence 
(2) A(x) + e>l-(Ae)no{x). 
Since without loss of generality we may assume that the stratification is increasing, 
the inequality 1 - (A*)n ^ I - (A
e)n<> holds for every n^n0 and hence V (Un A 
n}n0 
(I - (3F)n) < 1 - (-4c)no. Therefore, applying (2) we conclude that 
(3) V U» л ( l - (*%) < ! - (Л<%. < A(x) + є. 
nЏnа 
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On the other hand, 
(4) \/ UnA(l- (3F)„) = \ / (U„ A (1 - (A%). 
nt^no n^fio 
Combining the inequalities (1), (3) and (4) we get 
UA(x) = \JUnA(l-(A<)n)(z) 
= \/ UnA(l- OF)„)(s) V ( \ / V A (1 - (A')n)x 
n^n0 n ^ n o 
^(UV(A + e))(z)<U(x). 
The contradiction completes the proof. • 
(1.9) Corollary. Let (K ,T) be a stratifiable fuzzy space, U € T, A £ Tc and 
A ^ U. Then there exists UA 6 T such that A ^ UA ^UA $ U. Moreover, the 
sets UA can be chosen in such a way that ifU^V and A ^ _B, then UA ^ VB (here 
V € T, BeTc,B^ V). 
(1.10) Proposition. In a stratifiable space (X> T) there exists a stratification 
U-+(Un)n€N such that Un^Un+i for all U €T and neN. 
P r o o f . Let U —* (t/n)ne7V be a stratification in (K ,T). By induction we shall 
define a new stratification U —• (t/n)neN with the required properties. 
For every U £ T let U{ = U\, and let t / n + f = UAn where 4 n = t/n+i Vt/n . Notice 
first that t/n+1 ^ (t/n+i V t/n) A 1/ = 4» A 1/ < t/. Moreover, taking into account 
that l/j = Ui ^ 1/ and assuming that t/n ^ t/ for some n £ N we. conclude that 
An ^ t/, and hence t/^+i = UA» < t/ by (1.9). Now it is easy to see that \jUn = U. 
Futhermore, according to (1.9) the inequality An ^. UAH = t/n+1 holds and hence 
Un ^ t/n + 1 . To complete the proof one has to notice only that from (1.9) it follows 
also that U ^ V implies t/n -̂  Vn for every n £ N. • 
(1.11) Proposition. Let (X,T) be a stratifiable fuzzy space, let (A,TA) be its 
closed fuzzy subspace and UA -* (<Pn(UA))n£N a stratification in (A,T
A) (where 
U £ T and UA = U A A). Then there exists an extension of this stratification to 





Moreover, such extensions can be done consistently in the sense that 
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(c) ifU ^ V and <pn(U
A) $ *n(V
A) for all n G N, then <pn(U) ^ * n ( V ) for all 
n G N, too. 
(Here V €T, VA = V AA,VA -> (*n(*M))n€N is a stratification in (A,TA) and 
V -+ (*n(V))n€N is its extension to (X,T).) 
P r o o f . Take U G T and let U -+ ( t / n ) n € N he its stratification in (K ,T ) . One 
can easily check that UA V <pn(U
A) G T and therefore we may define a fuzzy set 
<pn(U) G T as follows: <pn(U) = ( t /*
c ) n V ( i K V <Pn(U
A))j^p^. We shall show 
that U —• (y?n(t/))n€N is a stratification with the required properties. 
The inequality <pn(U) ^ U follows easily from (1.9). Applying (1.8) one gets 
the inequality <pn(U) > (U
A* V <pn(U
A)) ,VA\ ^ Vn(U
A). It is easy to notice 
also that U = \/<pn(U). In addition, Proposition (1.8) allows also to conclude that 
n 
U $ V implies <pn(U) ^ <pn(V)y n G N, and hence U —> (^n(t/))n€N is indeed 
a stratification. To check the property (a) notice first that by Proposition (1.8), 
(<Pn(U))A = (UA° V f t ( ^ ) ) - - - - - A i l ^ ( ^ V M ^ ) ) A i . - ^ „ ( v A ) ^ (uAC V 
Mv_^ ) ) -q£A)_5 ( M W . and hence ( M V ) ) * = ^ ( ^ ) - Since A is closed, 
^ ( f ! 4 ) ^ <Pn(U) A A Applying (1.8) once again, we have 
VnlU) = {(UA')n V (U^ V <Pn(U
A)))^nW
A) ^ U^ V ^ ( t M ) 
and therefore <pn(U) A A = <Pn(U
A)y i.e. (b) holds. The third condition follows 
immediately from the definition of <pn(U) and the last statement of Proposition (1.8) 
D 
(1.12) Corollary. Let (X,T) be a stratifiable fuzzy space and (A,TA) its closed 
subspace. UUA -* (( t /A) n) n €N is a stratification in (A,T
A) (where U €T,UA = 
U A A), then there exists )a stratification U —• (t/n)n€N in (X,T) such that for all 
t / € T , n € N 
(«) (Um)
A = (U*)n, 
(b) (Un)
A = (UA)n. 
Concluding this section let us notice that Corollary 1.9 implies also the following 
assertion: 
(1.13) Corollary. Every stratifiable fuzzy space is normal. 
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STRATIFIABILITY IN TOP AND CFT 
It is obvious that a topological space (X,T) is stratifiable (in Borges' sense [1]) iff 
(XfT) considered as a fuzzy topological space is stratifiable (in the sense of Defini-
tion 1.1). Less evident is Theorem 2.3 stating the invariance of stratifiability under 
Lowen's functor u;: Top —• CFT [12]. However, before formulating this fact exactly 
we need to specify the use of the term "a stratifiable topological space". 
By a stratifiable topological space we understand a topological space (K, T) in 
which to every U € T a sequence (£/n)n€N C T can be assigned in such a way that 
(1) Un C U for every n G N; (2) [jUn = U, and (3) if U C V then Un C Vn for 
n 
every n £ N. This differs from the original Borges' definition [1] (see also [4]) in one 
respect. Namely, the original definition of a stratifiable topological space contains 
an additional requirement that (X,T) is a T\-space. Here we omit this requirement 
to make the definition consistent with our concept of stratifiability in fuzzy setting. 
Notice, however, that the condition T\, being omitted in the definition of a stratifiable 
topological space, does not essentially influence the corresponding theory developed 
in [1], [2], [4] e.a. 
In this section the closure operator in a topological space (K, T) is denoted by 
"-" and the closure operator in the corresponding fuzzy topological space (X,u*T) 
by " ". (uT is the set of all lower semicontinuous functions from (X,T) into I.) 
The following statement can be easily verified (and probably is well-known). 
(2.1) Assertion. Let (X>T) be a topological space, A C X, a £ / a/id U = a A. 
Then U = a A. 
(2.2) Theorem. A topological space (X, T) is stratifiable iff the associated fuzzy 
topological space (X, uT) is stratifiable. 
P r o o f . Let a topological space (X, T) be stratifiable; without loss of generality 
we may assume that its stratification U —* (l/n)n€N is increasing, i.e. Un C Un+\ 
for each U e T and each n E N [1]. Take U € u/7\ and for every k = 0, 1, . . . , 
2m - 1, m £ N consider an open in (X,T) set Uk>m = U"x(k • 2 - m , l ] , and let 
{/*,m ^ (U*>m)n e N be its stratification in (XyT) Denote {/* = k - 2~
n • U£>n and 
let Un = U*\J.. .VUl". It is obvious that \JUn = U. Applying (2.1) and noticing that 
n 




Un+\ ^ V anc* therefore Un = U* V . . . V U*" ^ U. Besides, from the construction 
it is obvious that U $ V implies Un ^ Vn for every n € N. Thus U —* (Un)neN is 
indeed a stratification in (X,uT). 
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Conversely, let a fuzzy space (X, u)T) be stratifiable. Take U G T; then U € u>T 
and therefore we can consider its stratification U —• (Un)n€N in (X,wT). We shall 
show that U —» (£/n)n€N> where l/„ = I /^
1 ^, *]> *s a stratification in (X,T). Notice 
first that \jUn = LK^"
l (^l ] ) = (yUny
l(^l) = i r H j . l ] = U. In order to 
n n n 
prove the inclusion Un C U consider the fuzzy set Vn = (^)Un and notice that by 
Assertion 2.1, Vn = (5) • £/n. Since the set V^f
l(0,1] is obviously closed in (X, T) and 
Vn ^ Un we can conclude now that Tfn = Vn
l(0,1] ^ (Un)~
l(0y 1] C CT
 l(0, 1] = tf. 
To complete the proof notice that if U C V(U, V € T), then [/„ ^ Vn and hence 
Un C Kn', too. • 
(2.3) Corollary. The definition of stratiGability of a fuzzy space is a good exten-
sion (in Lowen's sense [12]) of stratiRability of a topological space. 
3. CLOSED IMAGES OF STARATIFIABLE FUZZY SPACES 
The aim of this section is to prove that the class of stratifiable fuzzy spaces is pre-
served by closed continuous mappings (Theorem 3.6). However, at the beginning we 
state some elementary (and probably well-known) facts about images and preimages: 
(3.1) Assertion. If f: X -+ Y is a surjection, then f(f~l(B)) = B for each 
B€lY. 
(3.2) Asser t ion. If / : X -+Y is a surjection and A = f~l(B) for some B € IY 
(i.e. if A is a full preimage)f then A = f~
l(f(A)). 
(3.3) Assertion. Let f:X —• Y be a surjection and A = f~l(f(A)). Then 
f(A*) = (f(A)y. 
(3.4) Assertion. If f: X — Y is a mapping andA€lx, then f(Ac) ^ (f(A))c. 
In accordance with the terminology of general topology a continuous mapping 
f:X—*Y of fuzzy spaces will be called closed if for every closed fuzzy set A of X 
the image f(A) is a closed fuzzy set in Y. It is easy to notice that a continuous 
mapping / : X - • Y is closed iff f(B) = f(B) for each B € Ix. 
(3.5) ikeuima. Let X, Y be fuzzy spaces, let f: X —• Y be a closed surjection 
and A = f~l(f(A)) € lx. Then for every open neighborhood U of A in X the fuzzy 
set 1 *- 1 - / (If) is an open neighborhood of f(A) in Y. 
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P r o o f . By (3.3) we have f(Uc) ^ f(Ac) ~ (f(A))c. On the other hand, (3.4) 
implies f(Uc) ^ (f(U))c and since / is closed we get (f(U))c ^ f(Uc). Combining 
the two inequalities we conclude that f(A) ^ 1 — (f(U))c. • 
(3.6) T h e o r e m . Iff: X -> Y is a closed surjection, where X, Y are fuzzy spaces 
and X is stratifiable, then Y is stratifiablef too. 
P r o o f . For each open fuzzy set V of Y define a stratification V r+(Vn)nGN as 
follows. 
Let U = f~l(V) and let U - • (Un)nqH be a stratification in X. Then 
f~l(f(Un)) = An is a closed fuzzy set in X. We shall show that V —> (Vn)n€N 
where Vn = 1 - (f(UAn))
c is a stratification in X. 
Notice first that by (3.2), Vn = l - ( / ( ^ J )
c ^ l~(f(UAm))
e = f(UAn) = 
/ ( ^ A J ^ / ( t / ) = V, i.e. the condition (1) of Definition 1.1. is fulfilled. Since (3.5) 
implies that f(An) ^ Vn, to verify the second condition of Definition 1.1 it suffices 
to check that V ^ \J f(An). However, this is true, because applying (3.2) we get 
Mf(An) = / ( V ^ » ) = f(M f~l(f(Un))) 2 f(MUn) = f(U) = V. Finally, if V,V 
n n n n 
are open fuzzy sets in Y and V ^ V, then obviously U = f~l(V) $ U' = Z"" 1 ^ ' ) 
and hence Un ^ Un and ./4n ^ A'n for all n E N. Applying (1.9) we conclude that 
UAn ^ U'A, and hence f(UAn) ^ f(U'A ). This means that Vn ^ V^. D 
4. ADJUNCTION SPACES 
(4.1) Definition. Let (K, Tx) and (y, 7y) be fuzzy topological spaces, A a closed 
(crisp) subspace of X and / : A —• Y a continuous mapping. Let # be the equivalence 
relation on the discrete sum X®Y the only nontrivial classes of equivalence of which 
are f~l(y)U {y} where y £Y. The quotient set X^Y/Q endowed with the quotient 
fuzzy topology (see e.g. [6] or [14]) will be denoted by X U jY and called a (fuzzy) 
adjunction space (cf. [7]). 
Let i: X -» X®Y, e:Y --> X®Y be the natural embeddings, q: X ®Y -+ X U / y 
the natural quotient mapping, and let h := got: X —> X U / y , k := goe: y —* X U / y . 
It is routine to prove the following lemma, the topological version of which is well-
known: 
(4.2) Lemma. A fuzzy set V £ IXu'Y is open in X 0 fY iffh~
l(V) 6 Tx and 
*~ l (*0 € T r . A fuzzy set B 6 I
Xu'y is closed in X\JtY iffh~
l(B) € T^ and 
k~l(B)ETf. 
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(4.3) Lemma. If V G IY and U G Ix, then 
(a)A~1(*(V)) = / - 1 (V) ; 
(b)k-*(h(U)) = f(UA); 
(c)h-*(h(U)) = UV{f-i(f(UA)). 
Proof , (a) If * 6 A, then A~>(*(V))(x) = *(V)(A(x)) = Vf(x) = f~x(V)(x); 
if x G X\A, then h~\k(V))(x) = f~x(V)(x) = 0. 
(b) If y € /Ol), then *->(A(V))(y) = A(V)(*(y)) = sup{l/(x): x G A"»(*(y))} = 
sup{l/(x): x G f^y)} = /(t/*)(y); if y G Y\/Ol), then *~1(A(l/))(y) = 
f(UA)(y) = 0. 
(c) A-'(A(x)) # 0 for every * G X and therefore A~1(A(t/))(x) = h(U(h(x))) = 
sup{l/(x'):x' G A-J(A(x))} = U(x) V (sup{UA(x'): x' G /"HZC*))}) = W V 
f-x(f(UAy)(x). D 
(4.4) Theorem . Let (X,Tr) and (Y,Ty) be stratifiable fuzzy spaces, (A,TA) a 
closed subspace of X and f:A—*Y a continuous mapping. Then the adjunction 
fuzzy space (X U / Y, <r) is stratifiable, too. 
Proo f . For a fuzzy set W G <r let U = A'^Ht), V = fc-^JV) and l/^ = 
UAA. Then according to (4.2) U G Tr, V G TY and [M e T ^ . Consider the 
stratification V —• (V„)„6N in Y and let the fuzzy set U„ G J* be defined by 
(UA)(x) = /-1(K„)(x) if x G A and (UA)(x) = 0 otherwise. It is easy to see 
that UA —* (UA)„£M is a stratification in (A,TA). Applying (1.12) we can extend 
this stratification to a stratification U —> (1/„)„<=N in (X,Tx) with the following 
properties: 
(a) UnAA = U£ 
(b) UnAA = U
A; ' 
(c) if W ^ IV", then t/„ ^ I C 
(Obviously we must distinguish here in notation between UnAA and U
A.) 
Let w„ = A(<7„) V *(V„). We shall show that W -> (W„)„eN is indeed a stratifi-
cation in (X U/Y,<r). 
Notice first that according to Lemma 4.3 h-1(W„) = A_1(A(t/„)) V A_1(*(V„)) = 
UnVf-l(f(UnAA)Vf-
x(Vn) = UnVf~
l(f(UA))VUA = t/„ G Tx and *-»(W.) = 
*-X(HUn)) V *"J_(*(Vn)) = f(U
A) V V„_= V„ G Ty, and hence IV„ G <r. 
To show that W„ < W let P = A(t/„) V *(v„); since, obviously, W„ < P < 
W, it is sufficient to show that P is closed in X U jY', i.e. (according to (4.2)) 
that A_ t(P) G Tx and *
- 1 (P) € T^. Applying Lemma 4.3 we get A-1(P) = 
A-»(A(F„))VA-l(*(F„) = VnVr-lV(V£))V'rl(yn) - UnVf^(Vn) G TX and 
*"»(P) = t-Hntfln)) V *"1(*(V„)) = f(UA) V Vn = V„ G Ty<. 
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To complete the proof it is sufficient to notice that \ / Wn = W and that if W $ W, 
then U ^ U' and V ^ V and therefore also Wn = h(Un) V k(Vn) ^ Wn = /*(!/•;) V 
*(K.'). n 
5. FUZZY SPACES DOMINATED BY STRATIFIABLE ONES 
Extending the notion of topological domination to the category of fuzzy spaces we 
come to 
(5.1) Definition. Let (X ,T) be a fuzzy space and S = {(XyiTy): 7 G T} a 
family of its closed fuzzy subspaces such that (J Xy = X. The space (X, T) is 
dominated by 5 if for every f C T satisfying \J Xy = X and every t/ G F* we 
76T' 
have t/ G T iff (/ A X7 G T7 for all 7 G T. 
(5.2) R e m a r k . It is obvious that a fuzzy space (X, T) is dominated by a family 
of closed fuzzy subspaces S = {(X7,Ty): 7 G T} such that \J Xy = X if and only 
7€r 
if for every r ' c T satisfying (J Xy = X and every A G I
x we have A G T c iff 
7er' 
,4 A X7 G T7
C for every 7 G H . 
The main result of this section is Theorem 5.7 stating that a fuzzy space dominated 
by a family of closed stratifiable fuzzy subspaces is stratifiable itself. We start with 
some auxiliary lemmas. 
(5.3) Lemma. Let a fuzzy space (XyT) be dominated by a pair of its closed 
fuzzy subspaces {(X\,T\))(X2,T2)}. Then for all U\ G T\ and U2 G T2 we have 
U\ A t/2 $ 1 - ( l - t / i V t / 2 ) . 
P r o o f . Take t/i, t/2 G T such that U\ = U\ A X\ and U2 = U2 A X2. To prove 
the lemma it is sufficient to show that 1 - U\ V f/2 1$ 1 — U\ A U2 or, equivalently, that 
U\ A t/2 ^ U\ V t/2. If x G X! n X 2 , then ( f t A t/2)(x) = (tI! A U2(x) ^ (U\ V U2)(x); 
if * G Xi\Xj, ij G {1,2}, i / j , then (ft A ftX*) $ ft<*) = t/,(ar) = (t/f- V Uj){x). 
D 
(5.4) Lemma. Let (X\,T\) and (K2,T2) be closed fuzzy subspaces of a fuzzy 
space (X,T), U\ G T\ and U2 G T2. Then U\ A (X\X2) ^ 1 - (l-Ux Vt/2) and 
t/2 A ( X \ X i ^ 1 - ( l ~ t / i V f / 2 ) . 
P r o o f follows easily from the obvious fact that U\ A (X\X2) € T\ and t/2 A 
(X\X\)eT2. D 
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(5.5) Lemma. Let a fuzzy space (K, T) be dominated by a pair of its closed fuzzy 
subsp&ces {(XuTi),(X2,T2)}. If(XuTx) and X2yT2) are stratifiable, then (K ,T ) 
is stratifiable, too. 
P r o o f . Take a fuzzy set U € T and let Uj —• (l/n)neN be a stratification of 
t/>" = U *Xj in (XhTj)y j = 1,2. Let Un = 1 - (1 - Un V U%); we shall show that 
^ —> (t/n)n€N thus obtained is a stratification in (K ,T) . 
Notice first that 1 - (l-Uo\VV*) ^ U^V U2 and therefore t/„ ^ Un V I7n ^ 
U* V U2 = U. (Since Xj ( j = 1,2) is closed, the closures of U£ in X,- and in X 
coincide.) 
The inequality \/Un ^ U is obvious and hence to check the second condition 
n 
of Definition 1.1 we have only to show that \JUn ^ U. If x e X\ C\ X2) then by 
Lemma b.3(\/Un)(x) ^ \/(Un A U
2)(x) = (t/1 A U2)(x) = U(x). If x G X;\K,-, 
n n 
j £ i; ij e {1,2}, then applying Lemma 5.4 we get U3n(x) = l/> A (K\K t)(ar) ^ 
(1 - (1 - t/,1 V t/n
2))(x) = l/n(*) and hence (V^n)(x) ^ ( V ^ ) ( * ) = &(x) = t/(*). 
n n 
Furthermore, it is obvious that U ^ V implies Un -$ Vn and hence 1/ —> (l/n)neN 
is indeed a stratification in (XyT). D 
We shall need also the following statement the validity of which follows easily from 
(5.2): 
(5.6) L e m m a . If a fuzzy space (K, T) is diminated by a family of its closed 
subspaces {(X7 , T7): 7 G T) and A
1 e Ix for all 7 G I\ tAen V ^ 7 = V^7"-
7 7 
(5.7) Theorem. A fuzzy space (X, T) is stratifiable iff it is dominated by a family 
of its closed stratifiable fuzzy subspaces. 
P r o o f . The part "only if' is obvious. Conversely, assume that a fuzzy space 
(X,T) is dominated by a family 5 = {(X11T1): 7 G F} of its closed stratifiable 
subspaces. Consider a subfamily Ca C S and let Ca = U{^7
 : (^7*^7) € £<*}• Let 
<ra be the fuzzy topology on Ca induced by T . Consider the set E of all pairs (CaiSa) 
such that (Ca,<ra) is stratifiable and Sa is one of its stratifications. We introduce 
the order on £ by letting (Ca, Sa) < (Cp,Sp) iff Ca C Cp and for all U^ e<r$,ne N, 
the foloowing two condition? hold: . , 
(*) / 7 ^ A C a = ( ^ A C a ) g (=t / n
0) , 
(**) t ! t A C a = ( ^ A C „ ) « (=Tfn) 
(when writing V a —> (V°)" we mean a stratification of Va in (Ca,<Ta))-
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The assumptions of the Zorn Lemma hold for (£, <). Indeed, let {(C«, Sa): ot € A} 
be a linearly ordered subset of £ and let Cp = U Ca. For y? € <rp let ([/£ = 
<*€-4 
V (U^AC^)". According to Lemma5.6, v„ = V ( ^ A Ca)« = V (U* A C„)S = 
V C ^ V tf° = tf>. Furthermore, VU f̂ = V( V (v^Ac a )« ) = V (VM?)) = 
aEA ct€A n n a£A a£A 
V UQ = U?. Finally, 17* <£ V"3 obviously implies Ug ^ V*.' therefore Ufi -+ 
cr€-4 
(Ui)neN is a stratification in (Cp,crp); we denote this stratification by Sp. Since 
every Ca is a closed fuzzy subset of (X, T) (see (5.6)), it is easy to see that Sp satisfies 
(*) and (**) and hence (Cp.Sp) is the least upper bound of {(Ca,SQ): a G -4}. 
According to the Zorn Lemma there exists a maximal element (Co, So) in £. To 
complete the proof we have only to show that Co = X, where Co = U{^7 : (X-yy Ty) G 
Co}. 
Suppose that Co ^ X. Then there exists (A*,7^) € S such that X^ (£ Co. Let 
C\ = CoUX,5 and let CJQ and <T\ be the induced fuzzy topologies on the sets C0 and Ci, 
respectively. Obviously, Co and X{ are closed subsets of Ci and moreover, (Ci,<ri) 
is dominated by the family {(Co,0o),(A$,7$)}. Therefore by Lemma 5.5 the fuzzy 
space (Ci, <T\) is stratifiable and hence by (1.12) there exists a stratification S\(UX —* 
(t/n)n€N) in (Ci,<xi) such that U* A C0 = (U
l AC0)n and IF A Co = (U
l AC0)° . 
This means that (Co,So) < (Ci,Si),(Co,So) ^ (Ci,Si), i.e. (Co,So) is not maximal. 
This contradiction proves that C0 = X and hence (X ,T) is stratifiable. D 
6. A FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF STRATIFIABLE FUZZY SPACES 
The fuzzy unit interval F(I) was defined by B. Hutton in [9]; in the same paper 
a characterization of normal fuzzy spaces by means of mappings into T(I) was ob-
tained. This result can be considered as the fuzzy version of the famous Urysohn 
Lemma. (In fact, Hutton [9] defines a more general concept of the L-fuzzy unit inter-
val, where L is a bounded lattice with order reversing involution, and uses notation 
I(L) for it. The notation T(I) was first used in (16] and corresponds to Hutton's 
/ ( / ) . For the terminology concerning the fuzzy unit interval the reader is refered 
to [9] (see also [8] or [16])). Later the fuzzy unit interval was used for the study of 
fuzzy uniform spaces [10], completely regular fuzzy spaces [10], [25], and some other 
concepts of fuzzy topology. It is the aim of this section to study the mappings of a 
stratifiable fuzzy space into T(I) and to get a characterization of stratifiable fuzzy 
spaces by means of mappings into/"(/). 
(6.1) Theorem. Let (X}T) be a stratifiable fuzzy space. Then with each pair 
(A,U) E Tc x T, where A ^ U, a continuous function (fAfU :=) / : X -+ F(J) 
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can be associated such that A(x) ^ f(x)(l~) .$ /(x)(0+) ^ U(x) for every x £ X. 
Moreover, this association can be done in such a coordinated way that if (B, V) £ 
Te xTtB ^V,A^B andU ^V, then fBy ^ fAfu-
P r o o f . Let a pair (-4,(7) G T c x T such that A ^ U be fixed. To construct 
the function / ( := //t,i/) let UQ = U and U\ = UAwhere UA is defined according 
to (1.9). Applying (1.9) again let us set U± = (UQ)JJ . As the result we have 
U\ ^ U\ $ Ui •$ Ui ^ UQ. Further, applying (1.9) again, let us set l/i = (Uo)jjL 
2 
and Ui = (UL)JJ • Continuing this process by induction (which is analogous to that 
used in the proof of the Urysohn Lemma (see e.g. [11]; cf. also the proof ot the Fuzzy 
Urysohn Lemma [9])), for each dyadic rational number r £ I a fuzzy set Ur will 
be constructed in such a way that if r\ ^ r2, where r\yr2 £ I are dyadic rational 
numbers, then Ur2 ^ Uri. 
Let D denote the set of all dyadic rational numbers of I. For each t £ I let 
Ut = sup{Us: s > t,s £ D}. It is clear that if t,s £ I and t < s, then Us ^ U%. 
Finally, let Ut = 1 for t < 0, and let Ut = 0 for t > 1. 
Define a function / : X - • T(l) by the equality f(x)(t) = Ut(x). To show that 
this function has the required properties notice first that A(x) ^ UA(X) = U\(x) = 
f(x)(l) = / (* ) (1 - ) < /(-r)(0+) ^ f(x)(0) = f/0(-c) = U(x) for each I E X . Further, 
to show the continity of / let Qa, A& be the elements of the standard subbase of the 
fuzzy topology on T(I) (i.e. a,6 £ R and Qa(z) = z(a+), \h(z) = 1 - z(b'), z £ T(l) 
(see [9])). If a G [0,1), then fl(Qa)(x) = <>«/(*) = /(*)(«+) = sup/(*)(*) = 
V t/,(s) and hence fl(ga) G T. If a < 0, then f
l(ga) = 1 G T, and if ,4 ^ 1, 
s>a 
then f~l(Qa) = 0 G T. On the other hand, if 6 £ (0,1], then f
l(Xb)(x) = A6/(;r) = 
l-f(x)(h~) = 1-inf/(s)(.s) = 1 - A Us(x) = 1~ A M * 0
 a n d h e n c e f~H*b) e T. 
8<b 3<b 3<b 
Finally, if 6 ^ 0, then f~l(\h) = 0 G T and if 6 > 1, then f~H
xb) = 1 G T. Thus 
the preimages of all elements of the standard subbase of T(l) are open in X and 
hence / is continuous. 
The last statement of the theorem follows easily from the above construction and 
from (1.9) which asserts that if (A, U), (B, V) £TC x T, A <$ B and U ^ V, then 
UA^VB. a 
(6.2) Theorem. A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is stratifiable iff to each U £T 
a continuous mapping fu: X —• T(I) satisfying fu(x)(\~) = £/c(a?) (x G K) can 
be assigned in such a coordinated way that ifU ^ V £ T, then fu ^ fv > 
P r o af. Assuming that (X, T) is stratifiable, take U £ T and let U —• (£/n)„eiM 
be the corresponding stratification. Let A = Uc and Wn = (Un)c\ then obviously 
-4 = A^n. 
n • - ' 
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We define a family of open fuzzy sets {Vt: t G [0,1)} as folloows. Applying Propo-
sition 1.8 and starting from the fuzzy set V\ = Wo we set Vi = (Vb)_4 A VV_, 
V, = (VoHy Vf = (V,)A A W2, V, = (KoV., V, = (Kx)^, ,Vf = (vi)Fj, 
Vi = (V3.)-4 A W73, and so on. Continuing this process by induction (which is anal-
ogous to that used in the proof of the Urysohn Lemma [9]; see also the proof of the 
previous theorem), for each dyadic rational number r G [0,1) a fuzzy set Vr G T will 
be constructed in such a way that if r_ < r2, then Vr2 $ Vri. Patterned after the 
proof of (6.1) a fuzzy set Vt G T can be now defined for each t G [0,1) in such a way 
that s < t (s,t G [0,1)) implies Vt ^ V,. Define a function /ct(=: / ) : X - • F(I) by 
the equality 
'VK*), - H e [0,1); 
f(x)(t) = <ly i f _ < 0 ; 
, 0 , i H ^ l . 
To show that the function / thus obtained has the required properties notice first 
that A(x) = inf Vs(x) = inf f(x)(s) = f(x)(l~) for each x G X. 
$<l 8<l 
To verify the continuity of / , consider first a G [0,1) and 6 G (0,1]. Then 
f-\e.K*) = <?_(/(*)) = / (*) (« + ) = sup/(*)(«) = V U,(x) and /"1(A*)(x) = 
8>a »>a 
1 - / (x)(6-) = 1 - inf /(*)(*) = 1 - A Us(x) = 1 - A Us(x). Further, if a < 0, 
, < 6 8<b S<b 
then /""^^a) = 1, if a > 1, then f"l(ea) = 0; if 6 ^ 0, then f"
l(Xh) = 0 and if 
b > 1, then / - - ( A *) = 1. Thus /"^(ft.) € T and /-1(A*) € T for all a, 6 G R 
and hence / is continuous. Finally from (1.8) and our construction it is clear that if 
U SSV(VGT), then fo^fv. 
Conversely, assume that (K, T) is a fuzzy space and with each U G T a continuous 
function (fu = :)f: X -+ -7~(/) satisfying /(_c)(l~) = (7c(_c) is associated in such a 
way that U -̂  V implies fu ^ fv-
For a fuzzy set U G T let a sequence (f/n)r»€N be defined where Un = /"
1(A(1_x)). 
To verify that (7 —* ({/n)n€N is indeed a stratification in (X,T) notice that 
(i) \Jun(z) = yr
i(\{l_i))(z) 
n n 
= Vo - /(«))((-- i)~) = - - /(*)(-") = tf<«); 
n 
<!»(*) = r H^-yK*) = i - /(«)((- - £)~) 
(2) ^ --/(*)((- - i ) + ) = 1 -/-'(.o-X))^) 
^i-rHV^w 
and hence Z7„ ^ v„+i ^ U and, finally, 
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(3) since U ^ V implies fu ^ fv, it is clear that Un ^ Vn for each n G N. D 
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